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Challenges of reproducible research

• Transparency: 
• The information we present in a manuscript should enable others to fully understand and reproduce 

what we have done

• Challenges
• Data sharing / data citing

• Research Code sharing

• Identifying the code that produced the results presented

• Complex data management

• Good workflow among researchers (i.e. includes all steps taken sequentially)

• Examples of how we are trying to teach better practice
• Learning from computer science - see also Playford et al. (2016)

• Using tools from research code-sharing. For example, see: Connelly and Gayle (2019) and supporting 
Jupyter Notebook

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2053951716684143
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1468-4446.12343
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1111/1468-4446.12343&file=bjos12343-sup-0002-suppinfo2.pdf


Examples of software used in research and teaching

• Literate programming / dynamic documents
• Combining programming language with documentation language
• Inline code

RMarkdown

• Decentralised version control
• Platform for code sharing
• Take a local copy of a text based file (e.g. research code)
• Keep track of every change to a file

GitHub

https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/lesson-4.html
https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/
https://github.com/


1st Year 
Introduction to Social Data
University of Exeter Q-step Centre
Interweaving code and outputs using RMarkdown









2nd & 3rd Year 
Data Analysis in Social Science III
University of Exeter Q-step Centre
Using GitHub classroom to share and mark assignments (Dr Alexey Bessudnov)

https://github.com/datan3-2020/datan3

https://github.com/datan3-2020/datan3


Data Analysis 3: Week 6

https://github.com/datan3-

2020/datan3/blob/master/cl

ass6.md

https://github.com/datan3-2020/datan3/blob/master/class6.md








Reflections

• Using dynamic documents (e.g. RMarkdown) is pretty straightforward if you are 
working with research code already

• Each time there is a break in the workflow, this presents opportunities for 
inconsistencies and error
• Directly downloading data from an internet address is easiest
• For data with higher levels of security, this isn’t appropriate
• Data citation and archiving really important

• Teaching social science students how to use GitHub requires patience and 
resources
• You need really good teaching assistants
• Students need good foundation in working with research code first
• You are helping them to learn a very useful skill
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